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although anyone can use adaw's bundled song recorder, many of the bundled synths can only be used in the producer version. but
there are still anumber of useful options in the more affordable studio edition. as well as the standard'sequencer' and 'piano'
instruments, sonar x2 gives you access to the excellent reaper-style daw that can be used for the aforesaid song recorder and the
synths. but there are also midi editors and synthesisers like thesynth2midi and the balisynth, which provide midi ports for most of the
bundled synths, as well as the now ubiquitous lfos and envelopes. there are some additional tools and extras in the cheaper studio
edition that the producer doesn't have access to. these include a modest selection of alternative and 'legacy' samplers, including the
venerable e-mu emulator, massive and others, as well as the bundled wavetable synthesizer. the latter is perhaps the most useful, as
it offers a sampling-based alternative to the piano, synth and drum samplers. but even in the cheaper studio edition, it's easy to find a
very good virtual instrument for whatever type of sound you're after, from bass, drums, pianos and synths to acoustic guitars and
strings. if you have aneven modestly ambitious patch-up project, you can do it all in sonar x2. i also tried the new and improved gigx
system, which allows you to record midi, audio and midi tracks as seperate clips on separate audio tracks. this seems like a more
natural way to work in sonar x2 than the older system, but i found it a little tricky to use. again, the basics are provided for free in the
free version, but i'd recommend upgrading to the producer version to take full advantage of the feature. the new voicexml api is also
included in the pro version. this allows you to create and edit voicexml files, and allows third-party applications to make use of sonar
x2's capabilities.
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